The Graphic Film Company Sinks its Teeth Into iPi Soft Motion Capture
Technology For Night of the Living Dead: Origins 3D
Screening May 16 At Cannes Film Festival, 3D Animated Horror Classic Reboot
Benefits From Markerless Mocap Workflow With Unprecedented Flexibility and
Productivity
___________
MOSCOW, RUSSIA – With a
seemingly
appetite

unquenchable
for

zombie

movies,

movie-goers will get their fill in
2014 with Night of the Living
Dead:

Origins

3D,

a

3D

animated re-boot of the original
1968 horror classic. The film
features visual effects from The
Graphic Film Company, Los
Angeles, which relied on the iPi
Soft’s

marker-less

motion

capture solution. The software’s
ability to easily create massive
amounts of zombie action and
seamlessly integrate it with the
studio’s

complex

workflow,

provided the filmmakers limitless
creative freedom.
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[Editor’s Note: Night of the Living Dead: Origins 3D will screen at the Cannes Film
Festival on May 16. For passes and more information please contact Anthony Hoit,
Graphic Film Company, ahoit@thegraphicfilmcompany.com.]
“There are a scant few examples of animated horror films, let alone ones that honor a
classic like Night of the Living Dead, but this project is very special,” Michael Nikonov,
iPi Soft’s Chief Technology Architect says. “The fact that most of the film features
motion capture, with a substantial amount created using iPi Motion Capture, stands as
the best evidence our motion capture solution accelerates creativity easily and
affordably.”
Produced by noted Hollywood filmmaker Simon West (The Expendables 2, Con Air,
Lara Croft: Tomb Raider) and Jib Polhemus, and directed by Krisztian Majdik and
Zebediah De Soto, Night of the Living Dead: 3D Origins is a 3D animated (rarely seen
in the R-rated horror genre) retelling of the 1968 George Romero-directed zombie
classic.
The highly-stylized film, with a look somewhere between 3D animation and a graphic
novel, centers on a group of desperate survivors fighting to stay alive barricaded in an
abandoned apartment building. Confined, cut off from the world and under constant
attack from the undead hordes closing in around them, the six main characters struggle
to survive, while also confronting their own sense of compassion and humanity.
90-Percent Motion Capture:
Undertaking a completely 3D animated feature of this scale on an indie film budget,
meant creating an innovative workflow that played to the strengths of motion capture,
which Anthony Hoit, The Graphic Film Company’s Chief Systems Administrator and
Stereographer/Technical Director on the film, says was 90-percent of the production.
Hoit explained that the project first began to take shape about three years ago when
production began at LA’s Giant Studios, where they shot the principal motion capture
with the main cast (including veteran actor Tom Sizemore) using a traditional motion
capture stage set up with sensor suits.
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From there, the project moved into post with Hoit and The Graphic Film Company’s
team of as many as 20 animators and visual effects artists using iPi Motion Capture to
create much of the zombie action seen in the middle and background scenes.
For Hoit, it was iPi Motion Capture’s ease of use and high-quality motion data captured
that provided the technical advantage from both a creative and a budget prospective.
“What most impressed me was how easy it was to take an idea, capture it with iPi
Motion Capture, clean it up using 3D animation tools like Motion Builder or Maya, and
drop it into a scene,” Hoit says. “We’re talking a total time from concept to scene file of
about 30 minutes. That’s pretty amazing.”
Spontaneous Creativity:
Hoit noted that The Graphic Film Company team also found iPi Motion Capture fasttracked the spontaneity in action scene creation.
With members of the post team acting the movement, they were able to capture the
motion right in their studio and composite it onto one of the many animated zombie
character models they designed. Because iPi Motion Capture easily integrates with all
of the leading 3D animation tools, they were able to take a sequence that on paper
seemed complex and finish it in much less time than straight CG animation would.
For Hoit, the overall success of The Graphic Film Company is due not only to the
studio’s embrace of new, cost effective tools like iPi Motion Capture, but also their ability
to incorporate them into their workflow without disruption.
“Post production technology is changing very rapidly and integrating new software like
iPi Motion Capture into our pipeline has helped streamline and speed our post
production process.” Hoit notes. “One of the aspects of our company that is different
than a lot of others is our forward-thinking approach to adopting and creating new
technologies. That mindset is one of the reasons why we were able to complete 90minutes of complex 3D animation on the budget of an independent movie.”
“Night of the Living Dead: Origins 3D” is premiering at the Cannes Film Festival on May
16. It is scheduled for theatrical release in Fall 2014.
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About The Graphic Film Company
The Graphic Film Company was founded in 2010 in partnership with Simon West
Productions as a full service post-production visual effects house and self-producing
computer generated film production studio. Bringing together talent from the film, visual
effects and gaming industries, the focus is to provide and create visually striking and
graphical visual effects imagery and films. Additional information on The Graphic Film
Company is available at, http://thegraphicfilmcompany.com.

About iPi Soft:
Launched in 2008 by CEO and Chief Technology Architect Michael Nikonov, iPi Soft,
LLC is the Moscow-based developer of iPi Motion Capture™, a markerless motion
capture software tool that uses sophisticated image processing and computer vision
algorithms to recognize and track the human body. The company’s breakthrough
technology digitizes the movement of a human skeleton, rendering it in expressive 3D
characters for video games or computer generated films. For additional information, on
iPi Soft, product pricing or a 30-day free trial please visit, http://www.ipisoft.com.
All trademarks contained herein are the property of their respective owners.

Web Resources:
Click here for more info on iPi Soft:
http://ipisoft.com/
Click here for more info on The Graphic Film Company:
http://thegraphicfilmcompany.com
Click here for the “Night of the Living Dead: Origins 3D” IMDB page:
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt1512222/?ref_=nv_sr_3
Click here to download “Night of the Living Dead: Origins 3D images:
https://scontent-a-sjc.xx.fbcdn.net/hphotos-frc3/t31.08/10286985_254975211355896_3158235780357638571_o.jpg
https://scontent-a-sjc.xx.fbcdn.net/hphotos-frc3/t31.08/10285720_254975294689221_9065084679154274422_o.jpg
https://scontent-a-sjc.xx.fbcdn.net/hphotos-prn2/t31.08/1557277_254975214689229_7132388376066900760_o.jpg

Media Contacts:
Vicky Gray-Clark, Ambient PR, vicky@ambientpr.com 408-318-1980
Ray Ecke, Right Word Media, ray@rightwordmedia.com 973-726-3797
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